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Abstract 

The blade/vortex interaction noise and the 

thickness noise are the impulsive noises radiated 

by a helicopter rotor fiying at low speed. A 

prediction code of the thickness and loading 

noises applied to a helicopter rotor has been 

developed at ISL. This code, named ROTAC, is 

very brieny described here. 

In order to validate this acoustic code, calculations 

are compared with measurements obtained by ISL 

and by a DLR US-ARMY collaboration. 

The thickness noise of a rotor in hover and forward 

night is correctly predicted up to a tip Mach 

number near 0.88. For a night configuration with 

occurrence of blade/vortex interaction, the small 

number of blade pressure measurements does not 

allow to determine the amplitude of the loading 

noise but these entry data make it possible to 

examine qualitatively the agreement between cal

culations and measurements. 

Notations 

a0 : sound speed in undisturbed medium 

c : b! a de chord 

D : rotor diameter 

t; : surface density of the aerodynamic force <:lcling 

by the blt~dc e1en1ent dl7 on the nuid 

M~, : :1dvancing tip M<~ch number 

M 11 : hover tip M<~ch number 

M, : M<:lch number in the receiving dir0ction 

p : ncoustic pressure 

R : distance between the receiving point e~nd the 

rotor hub 

RE : rotor radius (D/2) 

r; : location vector of the receiving point with respect 

to the blade element drr 
: distance betwe~n the receiving point and the 

blade element da 

: noise receiving time 

v" : normal component of the blade element velocity 

x : location vector of the receiving point 

o:'1 : inclination angle of the rotor disk 

: <1zirnuth angle of th0 receiving point with respect 

to the rotor hub 

() : blade ritch angle 

00 : collective blade pitch angle (at 0,75 Rr; or at 

0.70 R,J 

D;c : lateral cyclic pitch angle term 

O;s : longitudinal cyclic pitch angle term 

,, : rotor advance ratio 

{l·o : air density 

dr, : bl;:~de element surface 

T : noise emission time 

cJ> : sioht angle of the receiving point with respect 

to the rotor hub 

1/1 : bl;1de "'zirnuth angle 

n : rotor blade angular velocity. 
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TllC irnpulsive noises r8diated by a helicopter 

rotor are the bl8de/vortex interaction noise which 

is very irnporiant at low speed in descent flight, I he 

querlrupolar noise which occurs at hi(lh speed end 

the thickness noise occurring in all cases. 

We have developNI " prediction code of tl1e 

thickness <HHJ lo<Jdinq noises (ROTAC) which 



r:olllputes in time domni11 cnHi is suitable~ lor 

subsonic speeds and non~comp<tr:t sources 

In this present;:l\ion we <HC partir:ulnrly interested 

in validating the acoustic code ROT AC by 

comparing lhe calculaleci results with the 

experirnent,1l ones obtained by !SL (thickness 

noise in hover flight) and by the DLR US-ARMY 

co!fabor8tion (!hickness .:1nd loc=~ding noises in 

forwmd flight). 

The pressure measurements given by severn/ 

sensors located on the blade are used as entry 

data for the loading noise calculation. 

1 The acoustic code ROTAC 

Tho theoroticnl study of the noise rndirllcd by 

/Jodics movinn with respect to the .1i1 is bnsed on 

8 non~homoqcncous wave equation, scvornl 

source terms of the second member lndicnting the 

bound<1ry conditions on the botly surfCJces. T!1c 

resolution of this cquelion (called Ffowcs-Williams 

and 1-l<:twklngs equ81ion) leads to the expression 

of tile r<ldiated acoustic pressure. Neglecting the 

influence of the quadrupo/ar noise, one obtains the 

full formulation of the thickness and loading 

noises, respectively [1.2,3] · 
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The far-netd approximation is obtained when the 

1 ir2 terms in the above full formulation are 

_neglected. 

The acoustic calculation code. named ROTAC, is 

bosed on a temporal formulation similar lo l/1e one 

developed by FARASSAT cmd SUCCI 11J or 

BRENTNER [-1]. This code has been operative 

since 1989 and has been applied lo helicopler 

ro!or prediction noise. 

The code is largely described in [2.3.~'); 

nevertheless. some c!<1uses relative to the 

different 8nq1r:s m<1y he worlh ren1embr.ring: 

• the blade A?.'imuth angle r/t is ?ero when the 

hie de is located ot I he back of the rotor. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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t11e location of the receiving point defined by 

x is given in spherical coordinates by ("), <I> 

and R. 

lhe A angle is lhe location of the azimuthal 

receiving point with respect to the rotor hub; 

!I is positive in !he rotor rotational direction 

(the rolor turning counter-clockwise) and it is 

1.ero when the r0.r;eiving point is aheCJd of the 

rotor. 

<I> is the siqhl anqle of the reccivinn point with 

respect to the rotor hub; il is neu<Jtive when 

the point is below !he horizontal plane and it 

is /:P-ro wtwn lhe receiving point is in this 

pl;;nw, 

finally, R is the distnnce between t11e rotor hub 

and the rcu!ivinq point. 



1 he knowlr.dnc of the qcomctry and the~ 

kinem<1lics of the rotor is strictly ncccssnry for the 

C;:!lculalion of the radiated noise. Further. the 

knowledge or the ~wrodyn;:ll11ic forces r:Jctinq 011 

the b!tH.ics is necessary for the loading noise C;:!l

culc'ltion. 

The validation of the acoustic code ROT AC is 

made l1y comparing the calculated results with the 

experimental ones, the flight conditions being well 

known. The selected procedure for these 

comparisons is carried out at three levels: 

• validation of the calculated thickness noise for 

a rotor in hover night, 

• validation of the calculated thickness noise for 

• 
a rotor in forward night. 

validation of the calculated loading noise for 

a rotor in forward night. 

When the noise radiated by a rotor is examined, 

the calculated thickness noise can be distiii

guished from the calculated loading noise. But 

experimentally, it is impossible to dissociate these 

two kinds of noises, even if their directivities 

radiate differently. Therefore, for the loading noise 

validation, we also calculate the thickness noise. 

2 Thickness noise of a rotor in hover flight 

To validate the thickness noise calculation in the 

hovering case, we compare the ROTAC results 

with the acoustic measurements obtained with the 

ISL rotor model. 

2.1 ISL rotor model 

This experimental apparatus operating in the open 

air allows to reach transonic speeds at the rotor 

blade lips. 

This equirment is original because for transonic 

speeds, the power c:!Vailable at the rotor hc<1d and 

nccess<1ry to overcome the drag force is such thnt 

the rotor hc;:,d can be equipped with large chord 

blades, 111e cl10rd dimension beinq two or fotJt' 

!irne~ sm;)llnr lh~H1 the chord of real si;e 

h<"!licorlcr rolor blr~dcs. 

The~ facility, the control ~nd the dntn ncquisition 

system nrc described in [fij. 

The nencra! characteristics of this rotor model 8/'C 

the followinrr 

• power el the rotor head 140 kW 

• maximal speed of the rotor head : 3000 rev/min 

• m;~ximal torque 

• height with respect to the ground 

: 467 Nrn 

: 2,50 m 

• rot<ttion direction seen from above: clockwise. 

The characteristics of the actually used blades are 

as follows: 

• rotor diameter 

• blade root radius 

• profile kind 

• profile chord 

• linear twist 

• blade mass 

• blade number 

2.2 Acoustic recordings 

: 2,00 m 

: 0,28 m 

: NACA0012 

: 0,15 m 

+ 6,945 °/m 

: 1,400 kg 

: 2. 

The purpose of the experiments consists in 

recording the acoustic signatures at the receiving 

points located around the rotor for rotation speeds 

ranging from 1900 rev/min to 3000 rev/min, the 

blade tip pitch angle being zero. 

For a given rotation velocity, a synchronous data 

acquisition is triggered when the reference blade 

is seen by the camera located rr/2 ahead of the 

receiving points (figure 1). The maximum acquisi

tion rate is 280 kHz. A test record consists of 16 

revoluticns and 1024 samples are recorded per 

revolution. The medstned signatures are obtained 

by making the phase average over the 16 

rcvolulions. W0 only present the signatures of two 

rnicrorhones among the five ones used in this 

experiment: 

• 

• 

microphone M01 is located in the horizontal 

r18nc one di8mcter from the rotor hub 

(<!> = O.R = D), 

rnir:ropllorw lv102 is located 20" below the 

hori?onl;:!l plan~ orw diamel<!r from lhe rotor 

ilub (<!> "" · 20",R ""D). 
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1hf' ~~round below !h~ ro!or wns covered wi!h 

<1roustir: !ininq to ;:'!VOid reflections. 

2 ;1 ROTAC thickness noise c~lcu!ation 

Vh: usc the ROTAC code to compute the acoustic 

siqn<31ures (l\ the loc~tion of the microphones with 

a lime step corresponding to the experirnen\al 

sempling rate (1024 semples per revolution). The 

ROT AC code input data are the same as the 

experimental conditions. In order to respect the 

propagation delay, the computation is staned at 

an azimuth angle corresponding to the triggering 

of the data acquisition. 

2.4 Comparison between computed and experi

mental results 

Figure 2 shows results concerning microphone 

M01 (horizontal plane) with M, ~ 0.85: 

• the measured signature, 

• the computed signature using the full formu

lation (equation 1), 

• the computed signature using the far-field ap

proximation. 

The computed signature using the full formulation 

has the same shape as the meesured one but the 

noise is underestimated about 13%. As regards 

the far-field approximation, the prediction is 

roughly 30-:>~ smaller than tile measurernent and 

a time delay is noted. As an example, this cese 

demonstrates that the full formuletion (equation 1) 

is necessary to predict the noise radiated at dis

tances in the order of !he rolor diameter. 

At the s~me location (microphone M01, <l) = 0. 

R :-:::D) the predicted and measured sign<1tun-:s 

obi::1ined for six hovering tip Mach numbers 

(0 65,:; M,, s: 0.89) are presented in finure :J, the 

time sc<Jle corresponding to about 1/5 of ~ 

rr:voltJlion. A fJOOd agreement is found especi8lly 

for the Sh8fW of the sign<::~ture but the level is 

undrrestirnaled: the deviation is less lhr~n 10fl,t~ r~t 

tvt_ = 0 GS ;1nd less th<1n 20°/() ~ll Mh = O.R9. 

Fiqure 4 presents the same kind of comparison for 

microrhonn fd()2 {11> = --- 20". R =D). The pressure 

sc;:,le is 11Nice <JS !ow ;:!S ir1 the above CW·l(! 

(rnletoplmne M01) :wd so is tht' noise level. A 

good .1fFN~mcnt is found ~l~pin, the devi:tlion 

between prr~dic!cd nnd nw;1surcd levels is lower 

I h<111 1 !l ~1o 

3 Thickness noise in forward flight 

We hnv0. compared the predicted signntures given 

by the ROTAC code with measurements obtained 

with an AH-1/0LS model rotor at the DNW wind 

tunnel and with flight tests. These tests were 

performed thanks to the collaboration between the 

DLR and the US-ARMY in 1982 [7). 

Figure 5 presents the variation of the pressure 

level of the thickness noise negative peak versus 

the advancing lip Mach number (M,.) measured 

and computed at 1.8 diameter ahead of the rotor 

in the horizontal plane (0 = 0, <1> = 0, R ~ 1.80). 

In spite of a lillie overprediction concerning the 

calculated thickness noise with the far-field ap

proximation at low Mach numbers (M, < 0.86), a 

good agreement is found for the full formulation 

up to M.,, = 0.88. The small discrepancies between 

predictions and in-night measurements may be 

due to the unknown rotor inclination during the 

flight tests which is not taken into account. 

4 Loading noise in forward flight 

Thanks to our collaboration with ONERA, we can 

use bl.::1de rressure measuremenls and acoustic 

data obtained by the US-ARiviY for the same 

AH-1/0LS model rotor [8,9,10). 

The flight conditions are: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

hori?.ontPJ! wind direction. 

hover tip Mach number M, =0.6647. 

rotor e~dv;:!nce ratio 11 =0.1632, 

rotor disk inclination O'.q = 1'', 

collec!ive ritch 00 = 5.31". 

cyclic pitch IJ" = -- 1.87", IJ,, = 18G 0
, 

with the law IJ ~ 00 - II,, cos '/r --- II, sin '/r, 
sound speed a() 7:: ~338.61 m/s, 

ilir density r•o __ , 1.253 kq/rn'. 
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• 

4 1 C<llcul8\ion Ctnd comr;uison with experiment 

VVe use the differential pressures mc<'lsured at 8 

s\<1\ions distributed on the sp<'ln at 3°/o chord from 

I he blade leading edge additionally wilh 3 stations 

distribu!ed on a chord localed at 95.5~{, from the 

rotor hub. Then we compute the loading noise 

radiated by these aerodynamic loads. 

Figure 5a shows the temporal evolution of the 

differential pressures measured at 3% from the 

leading edge, from the middle of the blade to its 

lip. Figure 6b shows the time derivative evolution 

of these pressures. 

We also get four acoustic signatures measured at 

a distance R equal to 1.72 rotor diameter. The lo

cation in the wind tunnel of these four micro

phones is given below: 

• microphone M02: in the horizontal plane, 

ahead of the rotor, e = 0", <!> = 0" 

• microphone M03: below the rotor plane, 

ahead of the rotor, e = 0", <D = -30" 

• microphone M07: below the rotor plane, on 

the advancing side of the rotor, e = -30", 

<l> = -30" 

• microphone M09: below the rotor plane, on 

the retreating side of the rotor, e = -30", 

<l> = ·-30". 

The noise is computed with a time step 

corresponding to the experimental sampling rate 

(1024 samples per revolution) to obtain the same 

time resolution with regard to the measurements. 

Figure 7 shows the measured acoustic siqnature 

during one revolution. On the retreating side 

(microphone M09), we note that the level of the 

positive pe(1ks is twice as important as the level 

of the positivi'? penks on the advancing side 

(microphone M07). 

Fiqure R rxes0.nts the londinn noise sign(1\ures 

calculated with the full formulation (equation 1) ill 

the four rnicroDhone s\8lions. The signatures r1rc 

to he cornD<lred with tile expcrirncnl.ctl rr.sults in 

finurc 7. The ordin<1te scales of the mn;1surcd sin~ 

natures are twice <15 lnrqe as \he ordinnte scnlcs 

of the cnlcu1;1\cd sinnnturcs. 

We verify that the shapes of the calculated loading 

noise Rrc correctly reproduced. With regard to the 

levels, we can rnake the following remarks: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The 

M02: the predicted positive peaks level is four 

times as low as the measured one, the phase 

between the two positive peaks is respected. 

M03: the predicted positive peaks level is 

twice as low as the measured one, the phase 

between the two positive peaks is also 

recovered. 

M07: the predicted negative level is in the 

same order as the measured one. 

M09: the predicted positive peaks level is 

between two and three times as low as the 

measured one, the phase between the two 

positive peaks is recovered again. 

loading noise calculated at the M07 

microphone is the worst predicted one. This 

receiving point is located at about rr/2 ahead of the 

strong blade/vortex interaction zone on the 

advancing side (ifr = 60", see ngures 6b and 9b 

presented later). All blade elementary noises 

received in phase at this M07 microphone contain 

blade/vortex interaction noise. Thus, in the calcu

lation the integration effect of all elementary 

noises (radiated by all blade elements) is the most 

sensitive to the lack of pressure measurements. 

4.2 Blade/vortex interaction location 

For each signature, we note the receiving time of 

different acoustic pressure peaks. We consider 

three positive peaks and one negative peak 

noticed on three signatures. Figure 9a shows the 

four considered pe.?ks of one of the signatures. 

For each receiving lime and for each b!.ctdc 

element we determine the noise emission time 

(which defines the 8couslic hl8de) in order lo 

!ocate the impulsive noise sources on the rotor 

disk. Fiqure 9b shows lhe rosilions for which we 

notice impori<Hll pressure reaks on the ca!cul.ctled 

;Jcoustic sinnatures. 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

The first positive penk. marked 1, wllosr, lcvc'l 

is low ns r:ompnrcd with the mo~t irnportr~nt 

pc-;1k. indicrllcs n bla<ic/vorlcx infcr;1clion 

nr:nr .;~ = 4!1" on the rotor mivnncinn siclt:. 

Ex8mining nourc Gb (lime deriVAtives of the 

mcr~sured diffcrenll;:ll pressures), we no!ie<~ 

this intcrClclion near the middle of the blndc. 

The rnost irnportnnt peak, nu~rked 2. indicates 

a stron9 bl<1de/votiex interaction on the 

advc:~.ncing side. This interaction is located 

between V' = 55' at the blade tip and V' = 75' 

near t11e middle of the blade. We also 

recognize this interaction on figure 6b. 

The third peak. marked 3, whose level is twice 

as low as the second peak, indicates a 

blade/vortex interaction which occurs on the 

advancing side near V' = 80'. This peak 

receiving time is difficult to define because its 

duration is important as compared with !he 

second peak receiving lime. On figure 6b we 

can see a blade/voriex interaction nea.r 

.p = 80' at the blade tip. 

The negative peak, marked 4, indicates a 

blade/vortex interaction on the retreating side 

which occurs near V' = 315'. This interaction 

is also recognizable on figure 6b. 

For this flight configuration. the m<=lximum of the 

leading noise is generated by the blade/vortex 

interaction which occurs on the advancing side 

between ~'=55" at the blade tip and 1jt = 75o near 

\he middle of \he blade. 

These results do not enable us to conclude on the 

tote/ valicli\y of the calculated loading noise, owinq 

to the small number of embarked transducers. 

4 l Estimation of the total noise 

The thickness noise is also computed with the full 

focmulation (equation 1) for the complete blade. 

Figur~ 10 shov.1s the calculated thickness noise for 

th~ s.:1mc microphones. We cornpr~rc this sign~l

turt?s with the m0asurcd ones (figure 7). We note 

a qood aqrr:cment between the cnlcul;l\ion .::HHllh(~ 

mr:rlsurc:rn~;nt for the M02 rnicropflo!H~. For flw 

ot!1er n1icrorhoncs, we cannot reach conclusions 

br:ce1usn v;e arc un;lhh"! to dislinquish l11c 

mr:t~S!Jrer} lhickness noisn from lhc meastJr0d 

!o;"Jdinq noisc:. 

In otd(~r to <'X<HnitH' !he ph:1se rlevi;llions br.twPcn 

IIH~ C<llcul;llrd lo:Hiinq noise :uHl the c;llcu1~llerl 

thicknc~ss nois(~. we use nn '<Hiifice'; this consists 

in applyinq ~ mul\iplylnn coefficir.nt to each 

cnlculillcd noise sinn<lturc of figure 8 to re~ 

es\;-thlish this lo.:1rlinq noise nt n comprtrablc level 

to the rne<1surerl one (multiplying coefficient 4 for 

M02. 2 for M03. 1 for M07 and 3 for M09). Now, we 

mld the precerlcnt ccllculated thickness noise to 

this cx\rarotatcd loading noise for each receiving 

point. 

These total 8coustic signatures are a little 

spurious. due to high frequencies in the differential 

pressure mectsurements. A smoothing of these 

signatures avoids \his inconvenience. Figure 11 

shows the acoustic signatures smoothed by a third 

degree polynomial determined on nve points. 

Although this kind of 'extrapolation' is not so 

satisfactory. we note a pretty good agreement 

between extrapolated results and measurements. 

From the measured signature obtained on M02 

microphone (figure 7). on the one hand, and from 

the extrepoleted signelure (figure 11). on the other 

ll8nd. we determine the receiving lime difference 

between the most imporiant blade/voriex interac

tion positive peak and the thickness noise 

negative peak: thet·e is no phase lag between t!1e 

cornrutrJ\ion 8nd the measurements. 

5 Conclusion 

For all tile flight cases presented her·e. the 

thickness noise calculation with the fu!1 formu~ 

/elion gives better results than the far-fiefd ap

proximation. For the rntor in hover f!iqht and in 

forw;Hcl fliqhl. 1he lhir:kn0ss nois~; prodiclion is in 

uood nnt-r!Cnlr;nl with cxpcrirncnta/ resulls UfJ loa 

tip M;:1ch niJtnbc:r c:qu~l to 0.88. 

Th0 smnl! numbr?r of surf--lee pressurr lrnnsdtJu~r 

records (used as input dat<l for the 1o<lclinq noise 

e<llr:~ti<J!ion) do not ~JIIovJ us to concl!lde on the to

tal v;J!idity or lhr: !o;tdinq noise rrndiclion. 

1 5. r, 



!I is fnslidious to oxtrnpo!atc to ;1n entire bi;Hlc the 

lo;1dinq noise c01nrutcd with aerodyn~mic lo;:Hls 

oh!<1incd by a small nun1ber of pressure 

mc<1suromcnts. Although it is not satisfClclory, tho 

considered extrapolation used to determine the 

tolnl lor~ding noise added to the thickness noise 

calculation (for the entire blade) allows to find 8 

good agreement between the C81cu1ated signnturo 

sh<1pcs and \he experiments. 

We can hope that this acoustic code, coupled with 

an efficient aerodynamic code giving tl1e 

instantaneous loads on a rotor, will supply a 

complete prediction of the noise radiated by a 

rotor nying at low speed. 

As an example, Ogure 12 presents the prediction 

of the thickness and loading noises radiated by the 

same model rotor AH-1/0LS for the same con

Oguration studied at paragraph 4. The aero

dynamic loads are computed with the ROTAR cocje 

also developed at ISL; these aerodynamic results 

are published in [11]. 
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Fig. 1: Microphones location around the ISL model rotor. 
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Fig. 2: Comp<Hi!>On of thickness noise Cillcul;-dions wilh cxp(~rirnP-nt;JI f()!>tlll 

for the M01 in-{11C~rw microphone (ISL rotor in hover fliqht. fv1.,,..,. O.B!)). 
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Fig. 3: Comparison of thickness noise calculations with experimental results 

for the M01 in-plane microphone (ISL rotor in hover night). 
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for Hw M02 microphone (ISL rotor in hover fliqh!). 
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Fig. 6a: Differenticll pressures measured by 

8 transducers located on the chord 

at 3% from the blade leading edqe. 
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Fig. 8: Calculated loading noise with the differential pressures measured with 11 transducers 
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Fig. 9a: Calculated signature (M03), signincanl 

peaks for the impulsive noise location. 
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Fig. 9b: Location of the impulsive noise. 
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Fig. 10: Calculaled thickness noise for the co111plele bl<1de (AH~1/0LS rot0r in forwnrd llirJhl). 
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(to be compared with measurements on figure 7). 
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